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We study commutators and related operators on harmonic Bergman spacethe
L2(Rn+1+ ) closure of the null space of Laplacian. By decomposing L
2(Rn+1+ ) into
the sum of null spaces of powers of Laplacian, and using the theory of para-
commutators studied in [JP], we characterize harmonic symbols for which the
associated commutators are bounded or compact. Operators associated to the Div
Curl theorem (in [CLMS]) in the theory of compensated compactness are also
characterized.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Commutators and various generalizations on Lp(Rn) space are well
studied by many people (see for example [CRW], [JP], [CLMS], [CG],
[LMWZ] and the references therein). These studies provde more tools and
methods to understand operators and function spaces, and play also an
important role in dealing with PDE problems. Results in [CRW] tie the
Hardy space and BMO together by commutators between multiplication
by a function and Riesz transforms. Results in [CLMS] (see also
[LMWZ] and [W1]) further revealed the connection of Hardy space with
the theory of compensated compactness. In this paper, we study com-
mutators and related operators on harmonic Bergman space. Using some
properties of k-Laplacia@n and results about paracommutators in [JP], we
characterize the boundedness and compactness of these operators.
Let Lp=Lp(Rn+1+ ) (1p, n>1) be the complex valued function
space with the usual Lp norm & } &p . Denote the pairing of f and g by
( f, g)=R+n+1 f (x, y) g(x, y) dx dy. Here x=(x1 , ..., xn) # R
n, (x, y) # Rn+1+ .
Let H be the harmonic Bergman spacethe subspace of L2 consisting of
harmonic functions. Denote by P the orthogonal projection from L2 onto H.
This projection can be regarded as an integral operator by using the
reproducing kernel for H (see [ABR] for the explicit formula). The
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commutator with symbol b, denoted by Cb , is the operator on L2 defined
formally by
Cb ( f )=[b, P]( f )=bP( f )&P(b f ).
On the unit disk of the complex plane, similar study of the commutator Cb
on Bergman space can be found in, for example [A], [AFP], [L] and
[W2].
For any f # L2, let u0=P( f ) ( # H). It is standard that there exists a
unique solution set [u1 , u2 , ..., un]/H to the generalized CauchyRiemann
equations
:
n
j=0
uj
xj
=0,
uj
xk
=
uk
xj
, x0=y.
Denote uj , the jth conjugate of u0=P( f ), by P j ( f ). It is clear that the
operators Pj , j=1, 2, ..., n are linear and bounded on L2. In this paper we
study the following operators on L2 together:
Cb , Cj=[b, Pj], Pk Cj&PjCk , :
n
j=1
Cj Pj ,
and
:
n
j=1
PjCj .
We will see that the behaviors (boundedness or compactness) of these
operators can be represented by their restrictions on the harmonic
Bergman space H. If the symbol functions are harmonic, we can charac-
terize these operators by the ‘‘sizes’’ of their symbols.
The above operators (except Cb) are analogue of the same type of
operators on L2(Rn). Indeed, commutators [b, Rj ], j=1, 2, ..., n on L2(Rn)
are studied in [CRW]. Here Rj is the Riesz transform. The boundedness
of the operators Rk [b, Rj ]&Rj [b, Rk], 1j, kn, on Lp(Rn) (1<p<)
are equivalent to the boundedness of the bilinear forms (b, Rj ( f ) Rk ( g)&
Rk ( f ) Rj ( g)) L2( Rn) , 1j, kn, on Lp(Rn)_(Lp(Rn))*, which implies the
DivCurl theorem in [CLMS] (see the proof in [W1]). The associated
bilinear form of the operator nj=1 CjRj is (b, fg&
n
j=1 Rj ( f ) Rj ( g)) ,
which is related to the above operators via Clifford analysis (see [W1]).
Using the result about the operator nj=1 CjRj , as it is pointed out in
[W1], one can get easier proofs to the main result in [CRW] about com-
mutators and the DivCurl theorem in [CLMS].
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The main theorems in this paper are
Theorem 1. Suppose b # L1 is harmonic. The following statements are
equivalent.
(1) The function b satisfies sup(x, y) # R+n+1 | y (by)(x, y)|<;
(2) The commutator Cb is bounded on L2;
(3) The operator nj=1 CjPj is bounded on L
2;
(4) The operator nj=1 PjCj is bounded on L
2;
(5) The commutators Cj=[b, Pj ], j=1, 2, ..., n are bounded on L2;
(6) The operators PkCj&PjCk , j, k=1, 2, ..., n are bounded on L2.
Theorem 2. Suppose b # L1 is harmonic. The following statements are
equivalent.
(1) The function b satisfies y (by)(x, y)  0 uniformly in x as
y  0+;
(2) The commutator Cb is compact on L2;
(3) The operator nj=1 Cj Pj is compact on L
2;
(4) The operator nj=1 Pj Cj is compact on L
2;
(5) The commutators Cj=[b, Pj ], j=1, 2, ..., n are compact on L2;
(6) The operators PkCj&PjCk , j, k=1, 2, ..., n are compact on L2.
Theorem 3. Suppose b # L1 is harmonic. Then the bilinear form
Bb ( f, g)=( fg, b)
is bounded or compact on H_H if and only if b # L or b#0, respectively.
We remark that on the analytic Bergman spaces on the unit disk, if b is
analytic then the bilinear form Bb is bounded or compact if and only if b
is in Block space or little Bloch space, respectively (see [P], [A] or
[AFP]).
Section 2 contains notation and preliminaries. In Section 3, we decom-
pose L2 as a sum of null spaces of 2k, and gather some technical results.
Sections 4 and 5 contain proofs of the direct (condition (1) implies the
others) and inverse of Theorems 1 and 2, respectively. Proof of Theorem 3
is placed at the end of Section 5. Throughout this paper, the letter ‘‘C’’
denotes a positive constant which may vary at each occurrence but is inde-
pendent of the essential variables or quantities.
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2. PRELIMINARIES
For a function f (x, y) on Rn+1+ and y, t>0, we use the following
notation for convenience: fy (x)=f (x, y), fy (x, t)=f (x, t+y).
The Fourier transform of a function f on Rn is defined by
f (!)=(2?)&n2 |
Rn
f (x) e&ix } ! dx, ! # Rn.
The convolution of two functions . and  on Rn is defined as
. V (x)=(2?)&n2 |
Rn
.(x&u) (u) du.
It is standard that . V @(!)=.^(!)  (!).
For f # Lp(Rn), we use f (x, y) to mean the harmonic extension of f
onto Rn+1+ . More precisely f (x, y) is the convolution of the Poisson kernel
py(x) and f (x), and therefore fy@(!)=e&y |!| f (!). Here py(x)=p(x, y)=
cn (y( |x| 2+y2)(n+1)2), and the constant cn is chosen so that py@(!)=e&y |!|.
It is easy to see that
&py V f (x)&22=|
R+
n+1
| f (!)|2 e&2y |!| d! dy=
1
2 |Rn
| f (!)|2
|!|
d!.
Therefore we can view the harmonic Bergman space H as the completion
of the set
S=[ f (x, y): fy@(!)=e&y |!|%(!), % # C 0 (R
n"[0])]
under the norm
& f &2={ 12 |Rn
|%(!)| 2
|!|
d!=
12
.
For the j th conjugate harmonic projection Pj , it is easy to verify that
Pj ( f )y@(!)=i
!j
|!|
P( f )y@(!), 1jn. (2.1)
Therefore Pj , 1jn maps the set S into itself. One can also write Pj as
an integral operator (but we don’t need this here). Relations between P
and Pj needed later are
:
n
j=1
P2j =&P (2.2a)
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and
PPj=PjP=Pj , j=1, 2, ..., n. (2.2b)
These identities can be easily derived by using formula (2.1).
For k=0, 1, 2, ..., Laguerre polynomial Lk(t) of order k is defined by
Lk(t)= :
k
j=0 \
k
k&j+
(&t ) j
j !
,
where ( : ) is the binomial coefficient. It is standard (see [Sz]) that the
polynomial sequence [Lk]0 satisfies the conditions of orthogonality and
normalization:
|

0
Lk(t ) Lj (t ) e&t dt=$k, j , k, j=0, 1, 2, ... ; (2.3)
and forms an orthonormal basis of L2((0, ), e&t dt).
For k=0, \1, \2, ..., consider the dyadic decomposition of Rn"[0]:
2k=[! # Rn : 2k|!|<2k+1], 2 k=2k&1 _ 2k _ 2k+1.
Let  be a test function with support in some annulus [!: r<|!|<R] such
that inf[ | (!)|: ! # 20]>0, and define t by
t@(!)= (t!), t>0.
The Besov space Bs, qp (0<p, q, &<s<) is defined by
b # Bs, qp  [2
ks &2&k V b&Lp]& # lq.
The Bs, qp norm of b is defined as the l
q norm of the sequence in the right
hand side above. It is standard that different choice of  give the same
space and equivalent norms. We will write B=B0,  . Define b as the
subspace of B , which satisfies
b # b  &2&k V b&L  0 as |k|  .
We will use also the following standard notations in this paper.
{x=\ x1 ,

x2
, ...,

xn+ , {=\{x ,

y+ ,
and
2={ } {={x } {x+
2
y2
.
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3. SOME TECHNICAL RESULTS
Lemma 3.1. Suppose k0 and f # L2 & C 2k+2(Rn+1+ ). Then f satisfies
2k+1 f (x, y)=0 if and only if there are functions gj # H, j=0, 1, 2, ..., k,
such that
fy@(!)= :
k
j=0
Lj (2y |!| ) ( gj )y@(!)
and
& f &22= :
k
j=0
&gj &22 .
Proof. We prove only the decomposition formula for fy@(!), because
the norm identity is a consequence of this formula and the orthogonality
of the Laguerre polynomials.
For k=0 this result is true. We assume therefore k>0. Using Fourier
transform, it is clear that 2k+1 f (x, y)=0 is equivalent to
\ 
2
y2
&|!| 2+
k+1
fy@(!)=0, (!, y) # Rn+1+ . (3.1)
To prove the ‘‘if ’’ part of the lemma, we note that the formula (y) gy@(!)
=& |!| gy@(!) holds for any g # H. This implies that for g # H and any dif-
ferentiable function .( y), we have
\ y+|!|+ .( y) gy@(!)=.$( y) gy@(!).
Thus for any jth order polynomial p( y) with jk, we have
\ 
2
y2
&|!| 2+
k+1
p( y) gy@(!)=\ y&|!|+
k+1
p(k+1)( y) gy@(!)#0.
This proves the ‘‘if ’’ part of the lemma.
For the ‘‘only if ’’ part, we note first that ODE (3.1) has the general
solution
fy@(!)= :
k
j=0
(Bj (!) e&y |!|+Cj (!) ey |!| ) y j. (3.2)
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On the other hand, using Plancherel’s formula and Fubini’s theorem, we
have
& f &22=|
Rn
|

0
| fy@(!)| 2 dy d!<. (3.3)
Therefore fy@(!), as a function of y, is in L2((0, ), dy) for all fixed
! # Rn"E, where E is a set of measure zero. The function
:
k
j=0
Bj (!) e&y |!|y j, for fixed !  E
is clearly in L2((0, ), dy). Thus we have
|

0 } :
k
j=0
Cj (!) ey |!|y j }
2
dy<, for fixed !  E
This implies Cj (!)=0, j=0, 1, 2, ..., k, for all ! # Rn "E. Therefore (3.2)
becomes
fy@(!)= :
k
j=0
Bj (!) e&y |!|y j.
By the fact that [Lj (2y |!| )]0 is an orthonormal basis for
L2((0, ), 2 |!| e&2y |!| dy), we can rewrite above formula as
fy@(!)= :
k
j=0
Lj (2y |!| ) e&y |!|%j (!).
Hence formula (3.3) yields
:
k
j=0
|
Rn
|%j (!)| 2
2 |!|
d!|=& f &22<.
Let ( gj )y@ (!)=e&y |!|%j (!), j=0, 1, 2,..., k. Then gj # H, j=0, 1, 2, ..., k. The
desired result is proved. K
Theorem 3.2. The Hilbert space (L2, & } &2) can be decomposed as
L2= 

k=0
Hk.
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Here H 0=H and Hk=(null(2k+1)  null(2k)) & L2, k=1, 2,... . More
precisely Hk is the L2 closure of the set
Sk=[ f (x, y): fy@(!)=Lk(2y |!| ) e&y |!|%(!), % # C 0 (R
n"[0])].
Remark 3.1. Similar result for L2 on the unit disk of complex plane
with respect to the d-bar operator  can be found in [PRW].
Proof. Suppose f # L2. We have f (x, y)=(2?)&n2 Rn eix } ! fy(!) d! and
& f 2&=|
R+
n+1
| fy@(!)| 2 d! dy=|
R+
n+1
| fy2 |!|@(!)| 2
d! dy
2 |!|
.
This implies that fy2 |!|@(!) e y2, as a function of y, is in L2((0, ), e&y dy)
for all ! # Rn but a measure zero set, say E. Using the orthonormal basis
[Lk]0 of the space L
2((0, ), e&y dy), we can write
fy2 |!|@(!) e y2= :

k=0
Ck(!) Lk( y)
with
:

k=0
|Ck(!)| 2=|

0
| fy2 |!|@(!)| 2 dy
for fixed !  E. Substituting y2 |!| by y, we get
fy@(!)=e&y |!| :

0
Ck(!) Lk(2y |!| ), !  E.
Therefore
f (x, y)=(2?)&n2 |
Rn
eix } ! :

k=0
Ck(!) Lk(2y |!| ) e&y |!| d!
= :

k=0
(2?)&n2 |
Rn
Lk(2y |!| ) eix } !Ck(!) e&y |!| d!.
Since
|
Rn
|Ck(!)|2
|!|
d!|
Rn
1
|!| |

0
| fy2 |!|@(!)| 2 dy d!
2 |
R+
n+1
| fy@(!)|2 d! dy=2 & f &22 ,
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we can view Ck(!) as a boundary value of a function, say fk in H. Thus
f (x, y)=:

0
(2?)&n2 |
Rn
Lk(2y |!| ) eix } !( fk)y@(!) d!.
Together with Lemma 3.1, this is enough to derive the desired result. K
Lemma 3.3. Suppose :<1 and { # C 0 (R
n+1
+ ). Then
|
R+
n+1
|{(x, y)| 2
y2
y: dx dyC |
R+
n+1 } {y (x, y) }
2
y: dx dy.
Remark 3.2. Similar result was proved in [L] on the unit disk of the
complex plane.
Corollary 3.4. Suppose :<1 and { # C 0 (R
n+1
+ ). Then
|
R+
n+1
|{(x, y)| 2
y2k
y: dx dyC |
R+
n+1 } 
k{
yk
(x, y) }
2
y: dx dy.
Proof of Lemma 3.3. We start with the following trivial estimate

y
|{(x, y)| 22 |{(x, y)| } {y (x, y) } .
Integrating both sides of this inequality over the interval [0, y], we obtain
|{(x, y)| 2=|
y
0

s
|{(x, s)| 2 dsC |
y
0
|{(x, s)| } {s (x, s) } ds.
Integrating again the left and right sides of above inequality over the inter-
val [0, ) with respect to the measure y:&2 dy then using Fubini’s
theorem, we get
|

0
|{(x, y)| 2
y2
y: dyC |

0
|
y
0
|{(x, s)| } {s (x, s) } ds
1
y2&:
dy
=C |

0 \ |

s
dy
y2&:+ |{(x, s)| }
{
s
(x, s) } ds
=C |

0
|{(x, s)| } {s (x, s) }
1
s1&:
ds.
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Applying Schartz’s inequality to the last integral above, we obtain
|

0
|{(x, y)| 2
y2
y: dyC \ |

0 }
{
s
(x, s) }
2
s: ds+
12
\ |

0
|{(x, s)| 2
s2
s: ds+
12
.
The desired result is therefore followed. K
We say :=(:1 , :2 , ..., :n) is a multi-index if :j , j=1, 2, ..., n, are non-
negative integers. Denote |:|=:1+:2+ } } } +:n and ( |:|x:)=
(|:|(x1:1 x2:2 } } } xn:n)) .
Lemma 3.5. Suppose b # Lp (p1) is harmonic. Let k be a nonnegative
integer, : be a multi-index and $>0. Then
(1) R+n+1 | y
k+|:| (k+|:|yk x:) b(x, y)| p dx dyC&b& pp ;
(2) yk+|:| (k+|:|ykx:) b(x, y)  0 uniformly as |x|   or y  
for y>$;
(3) as a function in (x, y), b(x, y+$) is in L;
(4) if p=1, then the limit b(x)=limy  0+ by(x) exists in B&1,11 and
|b (!)|C |!| &b&1 .
Proof. The statement (3) is a consequence of (2); and (2) follows from
(1) and the following estimate obtained by applying mean value property
of harmonic function on (k+|:|y kx:) b(x, y)
y p(k+|:| ) } 
k+|:|
yk x:
b(x, y)}
p

C
|B(z, $2)| |B(z, $2) } tk+|:|
k+|:|
tk ‘:
b(‘, t) }
p
d‘ dt.
Here y>$, z=(x, y) # Rn+1+ , B(z, $2)=Ball(z, $2)/R
n+1
+ and |B(z, 2)| 
$n+1.
The statement (1) can be proved by the standard method in harmonic
analysis (see [St], pp. 142148). In fact, for any harmonic function
f # Lp(Rn+1+ , y
jp dx dy), it is easy to see that
 f
y
(x, y)=2
py2
y
V fy2 (x)
and
 f
xj
(x, y)=
py2
xj
V fy2 (x).
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Therefore by Young’s inequality, we have
"fy ( } , y)"Lp( Rn)2 "
py2
y "Lp( Rn) & fy2&Lp( Rn) ;
" fxj ( } , y)"Lp(Rn)"
py2
xj "Lp(Rn) & fy2&Lp( Rn) .
Using the following estimate (see [St]. p. 143)
"py2y "L1(Rn), "
py2
dxj "L1(Rn)
C
y
, (3.4)
we conclude that
|
Rn }
 f
y
(x, y) }
p
dx, |
Rn }
 f
xj
(x, y) }
p
dx
C
yp |Rn } f \x,
y
2 +}
p
dx.
Integrating both sides of above inequality over the interval [0, ) with
respect to the measure y ( j+1)p dy, then substituting y2 on the right hand
side by y, we obtain
|
R+
n+1
y ( j+1)p }  fy }
p
dx dy, |
R+
n+1
y ( j+1)p }  fx j }
p
dx dy
C |
R+
n+1
y jp | f | p dx dy.
This is enough to derive the desired result.
To prove (4), we note that the existence of the boundary function of
b(x, y) in B&1, 11 is standard (see Remark 3.3 in the following). We have
clearly
e&y |!| |b (!)|=|by@(!)|C |
Rn
| b(x, y)| dx.
Integrating the left and right sides of this inequality on the interval [0, )
with respect to the measure dy, we get
1
|!|
| b (!)|C&b&1 .
This proves statement (4). K
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Remark 3.3. For fixed y>0, y (by)(x, y)=y (pyy) V b(x) is of the
form y V b with y@(!)= ( y!), where the function  (!) equals &|!| e&|!|
and tails off to zero as |!| tends to zero or to infinity. Roughly this function
can be used to replace the  in the definition of Besov space. Therefore if
b # L1 is harmonic, then
&b&1=|

0
&y V b&L1( Rn) dy  :

k=&
2&k &2&k V b&L1(Rn) .
The following result will be needed in Section 5. In fact they are conse-
quences of the ‘‘continuous version’’ of the definitions of B and b (see
Remark 3.3 above).
Lemma 3.6. Suppose b # L1 is harmonic. Then
(1) b satisfies sup(x, y) # R+n+1 | y (by) (x, y)|< if the boundary
function of b is in B;
(2) b satisfies limy  0+ &y (by) ( } , y)&L(Rn)=0 if the boundary
function of b is in b .
4. DIRECT RESULTS
Throughout this section, we assume that b is a harmonic function in L1.
Denote B=sup(x, y) # R+n+1 | y (by)(x, y )| and Mb the operator of multi-
plication by b. For the direct results of both Theorems 1 and 2, it is easy
to see that we only need to show (1)  (2) and (1)  (5).
Proof of (1)  (2). Restricting Cb on H, we have the formula
Cb| H (u)=(MbP(u)&PMb(u))=(I&P) Mb(u), \u # H.
This shows that the image of Cb | H is contained in L2  H.
On the other hand, for any v # L2  H, we have P(v)=0. Then
Cb(v)=MbP(v)&PMb(v)=&PMb(I&P)(v)=&(Cb |H)* (v).
This implies the following representation (see also [CRW])
Cb=Cb |H&(Cb | H)*.
Therefore the boundedness or compactness of Cb and Cb |H are equivalent,
respectively.
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Suppose { is a function in C 0 (R
bn+1
+ ) and f is in S. By the product rule
of derivatives, we have 2(bf )=2{b } {f. Therefore using integration by
parts, we obtain
(Cb ( f ), 2{)=(2(bf )&2(P(bf )), {) =2({b } {f, {).
This, together with Corollary 3.4 and the standard estimate &2{y2&2
C&2{&2 (see for example [St], p. 59), yields
|(Cb( f ), 2{) |2&({f } {b) y2&2 " {y2"2C& |{f | |{b| y2&2 &2{&2 . (4.1)
Since b is in L1, by Lemma 3.5, (2), we have bxj (x, y)  0 as y  .
Therefore
b
xj
(x, y)=& |

y
2b
xjt
(x, t) dt.
Using the identity 2bxjt (x, t)=2(pt2xj) V (bt2t)(x) in above
integral then applying Young’s inequality, we have for 1jn
" bxj ( } , y)" L(Rn)2 |

y "
pt2
xj
V
bt2
t " L(Rn) dt
2 |

y "
pt2
xj " L1(Rn) "
bt2
t " L(Rn) dt.
This implies, by estimate (3.4)
&y s b( } , y)&L(Rn)Cy |

y2 " t
b
t
( } , t)" L(Rn)
dt
t2
. (4.2)
Suppose B=sup(x, y) # R+n+1 | y (by) (x, y)|<. By estimate (4.2) we
have
| y s b(x, y)|CBy |

y2
dt
t2
CB.
This, together with Lemma 3.5, (1), and estimate (4.1), yields
|(Cb ( f ), 2{) |CB&({ f ) y&2 &2{&2CB& f &2 &2{&2 .
Note that the set 2C 0 (R
n+1
+ ) is dense in L
2  H. Therefore we conclude
that Cb |H , hence Cb is bounded.
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Suppose in further that y (by) (x, y)  0 uniformly in x as y  0+.
Again by estimate (4.2), it is not hard to show that limy  0+
&y s b( } , y)&L(Rn)=0. Together with Lemma 3.5, (2), we conclude that
| y s b(x, y)|  0 uniformly in x as (x, y) goes to the boundary of Rn+1+ .
To show Cb |H is compact, we need to prove that Cb |H ( fm) tends to zero
in L2 as m   for any sequence [ fm]/H with & fm&2=1 and fm  0
weakly in L2 as m  . Without loss of generality, we can assume
[ fm]/S. Since fm is harmonic on Rn+1+ , it is standard that fm(x, y)  0,
and therefore |{ fm|  0, uniformly on any compact set K/Rn+1+ . Denote
by /K the characteristic function of the set K in Rn+1+ . We have the follow-
ing estimate based on (4.1):
|(Cb( fm), 2{) |C&2{&2
_(B & |{fm| y/K&2+ sup
(x, y) # R+
n+1"K
| y sb(x, y)| & |{fm| y&2).
This estimate, together with above discussion, is enough to conclude that
&Cb |H ( fm)&2  0 as m  0.
Therefore Cb |H is compact. K
Proof of (1)  (5). We note first that
Cj=PCj P+PCj (I&P)+(I&P) Cj .
Using identity (2.2), we have
PCj (I&P)=PMbPj&PjMb&PMbPjP+PjMbP
=PjMbP&PjPMb
=PjCb;
(I&P) Cj=MbPj&PjMb&PMbPj+PPjMb
=MbPPj&PMbPj
=CbPj .
Therefore
Cj=PCjP+PjCb+Cb Pj .
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Thus, together with the previous results about Cb , we only need to show
that PCj P is bounded (or compact) on L2.
The associated bilinear form of the operator PCj P on L2_L2 is
(PCjP( f ), g)=(CjP( f), P( g)) =(b, Pj ( f ) P( g)+P( f ) Pj ( g)) .
For independent iterests, we state and prove two results about this bilinear
form in the following theorem, which is enough to complete the current
proof here. K
Theorem 4.4. Suppose b # L1 is harmonic. Consider the following bilinear
forms
(P( f ) Pj ( g)+P( g) Pj ( f ), b ) , j=1, 2,..., n (4.3)
on Lp & C 0 (R
n+1
+ )_L
q & C 0 (R
n+1
+ ) ( p>1, 1p+1q=1). Then
(1) bilinear forms (4.3) are bounded on Lp_Lq if b satisfies
sup(x, y) # R+n+1 | y (by) (x, y)|<;
(2) bilinear forms (4.3) are compact on Lp_Lq if b satisfies
limy  0+ &y (by) ( } , y)&L(Rn)=0.
Proof. We first prove the following formula for F # Lp & H and
G # Lq & H:
(FG, b )=|
R+
n+1
{(FG) } ({b) y2 dx dy+|
R+
n+1
({F } {G) by2 dx dy. (4.4)
The use of the integration by parts in the following proof requires the facts
that the corresponding functions in (x, y) tend to zero when y   or
|x|  . We omit the details, because they are the consequences of
Lemma 3.5.
For t>0, it is clear that Ft (x, y) and Gt (x, y) are also harmonic in
Lp & H and Lq & H, respectively. Using Green’s theorem, we have
|
Rn
F (x, t) G(x, t) b(x, t) dx
=|
R+
n+1
y2(F (x, y+t ) G(x, y+t ) b(x, y+t )) dx dy.
Integrating both sides of the above formula over the interval [0, ) with
respect to the measure dt and then using Fubini’s theorem, we obtain
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(FG, b ) =|
R+
n+1
F (x, t) G(x, t ) b(x, t ) dx dt
=|

0
|
R+
n+1
y2(F (x, y+t ) G(x, y+t ) b(x, y+t )) dx dy dt
=|

0
|

t
|
Rn
( y&t ) 2(F (x, y) G(x, y) b(x, y)) dx dy dt
=
1
2 |R+n+1 y
22(F (x, y) G(x, y) b(x, y)) dx dy.
Thus together with the identity 2(FGb)=2({F } {G ) b+2{(FG) } {b,
which is a consequence of the harmonicity of F, G and b, the above com-
putation yields (4.4).
Suppose now f and g are in S. Denote
fj=Pj ( f ), gj=Pj ( g), j=1, 2,..., n.
Applying formula (4.4) to our bilinear forms (4.3), we have
( fgj+gfj , b )=|
R+
n+1
{( fgj+gfj ) } ({b ) y2 dx dy
+ |
R+
n+1
({f } {gj+{g } {fj ) by2 dx dy.
We need to manipulate the second integral above in order to get a good
estimate. By CauchyRiemann equations, we have (fj y)=(fxj) and
(gjy)=(gxj). Therefore
{f } {gj+{g } {fj={x f } {xgj+{xg } {x fj+\fy
g
xj
+
g
y
f
xj + .
We obtain, by integration by parts on xj
|
R+
n+1 \ fy
g
xj
+
g
y
f
xj+ by2 dx dy
=& |
R+
n+1 {\ g  fy+f
g
y+
b
xj
+\g 
2f
yxj
+f
2g
yxj+ b= y2 dx dy.
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Again by CauchyRiemann equations, we have (2 fyxj)=(2 fj y2)=
&2x fj . Therefore we obtain by integration by parts on x
|
R+
n+1 \ g 
2 f
yxj
+f
2g
yxj+ by2 dx dy
=& |
R+
n+1
( g2x fj+f2xgj) by2 dx dy
=|
R+
n+1
({xg } {x fj+{x f } {xgj) by2 dx dy
+ |
R+
n+1
( g{x fj+f {xgj) } ({xb) y2 dx dy.
Gathering the above computations, we obtain
( fgj+gfj , b ) =|
R+
n+1
( gj s f+fj s g) } ({b) y2 dx dy
+ |
R+
n+1 \ g fxj+f
g
xj +
b
y
y2 dx dy
& |
R+
n+1 \ g fy+f
g
y+
b
xj
y2 dx dy.
Since &gj&q=&Pj ( g)&qC&g&q and & |{g| y&qC&g&q by Lemma 3.5,
(1), we have in further
|( fgj+gfj , b ) |
C |
R+
n+1
[ |{f | ( | gj |+| g| )+|{g| ( | fj |+| f | )] |{b| y2 dx dy
C&g&q (& |{f | |{b| y2&p+&( | fj|+| f | ) |{b| y&p).
If B=sup(x, y) # R+n+1 | y (by) (x, y)|<, then the boundedness of
bilinear forms (4.3) follows by the following estimate
|( fgj+gfj , b ) |C&g&q sup
(x, y) # R+
n+1
| y sb(x, y)|
_ (& |{f | y&p+& fj&p+& f &p)
CB &g&q & f &p .
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If in addition limy  0+ &y (by) ( } , y)&L(Rn)=0, then
|( fgj+gfj , b ) |CB &g&q (& |{f | y/K&p+&( | fj|+| f | ) /K&p)
+ C &g&q & f &p sup
(x, y) # R+
n+1"K
| y s b(x, y)|.
Here K is any compact subset in Rn+1+ . Similar to the proof in (1)  (2),
we know that the above estimate implies that bilinear forms (4.3) are
compact. K
5. INVERSE RESULTS
To prove the inverse results, we restrict our operators on H and use the
results and techniques established in [JP] and [Peng] on the study of
paracommutators.
For a complex valued function b defined on Rn, the paracommutator
Tb (A) with symbol b and kernel A(!, ’) is the operator defined by the
following bilinear form on C0 (R
n)_C 0 (R
n)
(Tb(A) f, g) L2( Rn)=|
Rn
|
Rn
f (’) b (!&’) A(!, ’) g^(!) d’ d!. (5.1)
Assuming that the kernel A(!, ’) meets certain regularities (see details
later), results in [JP] and [Peng] say that the boundedness or com-
pactness of the paracommutator Tb(A) on L2_L2 depend on certain
smoothness of the symbol b.
We first show that our operators can be rewritten as certain paracom-
mutators. The boundedness and compactness of our operator therefore
implies the boundedness or compactness, respectively, of the corresponding
paracommutator.
Consider the commutator Cb . Let f, g # S, and for an integer k1, let
h(x, y) be the function in Hk defined by hy@(!)=Lk(2y |!| ) gy@(!). It is clear
that &h&2=&g&2 . We have
(Cb f, h) =(bf&P(bf ), h) =(bf, h)
=|

0
|
Rn
|
Rn
f (’) g^(&!) b (!&’) e&y |’|e&y |&!|e&y |!&’|Lk(2y |!| ) d’ d! dy
=|
Rn
|
Rn
( |’|&|!|+|!&’| )k
( |!|+|’|+|!&’| )k+1
b (’) g^(&!) d! d’
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Therefore we associate the following paracommutator to Cb:
Tb (A1),
with
A1(!, ’)=
(|’|&|!|+ |!&’| )k |!| 12 |’| 12
( |!|+|’|+|!&’| )k+1
. (5.2)
To the operator nj=1 CjPj , we associate with the following bilinear form
on S_S:
P :
n
j=1
Cj Pj ( f ), g =b, :
n
j=1
(&gPj 2( f )&Pj ( f ) Pj ( g))
= b, fg& :
n
j=1
Pj ( f ) Pj ( g) .
Here the last equal sign is obtained by the first identity in (2.2). Using
formula (2.1), it is easy to check that the above bilinear form is in fact the
paracommutator
Tb (A2),
with
A2(!, ’)=\1& ! } ’|!| |’|+
|!| 12 |’| 12
|!|+|’|+|!&’|
. (5.3)
It is not hard to verify that
:
n
j=1
Pj Cj P=P :
n
j=1
Cj Pj .
It is also trivial that the boundedness or compactness of the operators Cj ,
j=1, 2,..., n imply the boundedness or compactness, respectively, of the
operator nj=1 Cj Pj . Therefore we can use paracommutator (5.3) to study
the operator nj=1 Pj Cj and the set of operators [Cj , j=1, 2,..., n].
Finally, for f, g # S, we can associate the operator Pk Cj&Pj Ck with the
bilinear form
( (PkCj&Pj Ck) ( f ), g )=(b, Pk ( f ) Pj ( g)&Pk ( g) Pj ( f )) .
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Therefore the boundedness or compactness of PkCj&Pj Ck , j, k=1, 2,..., n
imply that the bilinear form
:
n
j<k
( (Pk Cj&Pj Ck) ( f ), g )
is bounded or compact on H_H respectively. Again using formula (2.1),
one can derive that the above bilinear form is the paracommutator
Tb (A3),
with
A3(!, ’)=\1&\ ! } ’|!| |’|+
2
+ |!|
12 |’| 12
|!|+|’|+|!&’|
. (5.4)
We need more notations in order to apply results in [JP] and [Peng]
onto our paracommutators (5.2), (5.3) and (5.4). For U, VRn, the set of
Schur multipliers on U_V is denoted by M(U_V). This set contains all
the functions , # L(U_V) that admit the representation
,(!, ’)=|
X
:(!, x) ;(’, x) d+(x) (5.5)
for some _-finite measure space (X, +) and measurable functions : on
U_X and ; on V_X with
|
X
&:( } , x)&L(U) &;( } , x)&L(V) d+(x)<.
The norm of the Schur multiplier ,, denoted by &,&M(U_V) , is defined by
the minimum of the left hand side of the above inequality over all represen-
tations (5.5) (see [JP]). The basic properties about Schur multipliers
needed later are:
&,&M(U_V)&,&M(U_V) &&M(U_V);
&,+&M(U_V)&,&M(U_V)+&&M(U_V);
&,&M(U_V)&,&M(U _V ) , where U/U and V/V .
We also need the following results which can be found in [JP].
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Lemma A. Suppose Rj=[! # Rn : 0<rj|!|r~ j<], j=1, 2 are two
annuli. If the function .(!, ’) is in Cn+1 on a neighborhood of R1_R2 , then
&.&M(R1_R2)C sup
|:| +|;|n+1
[ sup
! # R1 , ’ # R2
|!| |:| |’| |;| |D:! D
;
’ .(!, ’)|].
Remark. In [JP], Lemma A is stated as a special case of the current
one here. It is not hard to see that the proof there works in this general
version.
Lemma B. If . # C 0 (0, ), then .( |’||!| ) # M(R
n_Rn).
The properties of the kernel A(!, ’) are classified as following:
A0. Homogeneity, if A(r!, r’)=A(!, ’) for all r{0 and !, ’ # Rn.
A1. Boundedness, if &A&M(2j_2k)C for all j, k # Z.
A3. Zero on the diagonal, if there exist #, $>0 such that
&A&M(B_B)C(r|!0| )#, where B=Ball(!0 , r)=[! : |!&!0 |<r] and 0<
r<$ |!0 |.
A4. Nondegeneracy, if there exists no ! # Rn "[0] such that
A(!+’, ’)=0 for a.e. ’ # Rn.
A412. Strong nondegeneracy, if for every !0 # R
n"[0] there exists
’0 # Rn and $>0 such that 1(A(!, ’)) # M(B0_D0), where B0=
Ball(!0+’0 , $ |!0 | ) and D0=Ball(’0 , $ |!0 | ).
The following results are proved in [JP] and [Peng].
Theorem C. Suppose b is a function on Rn, and A(!, ’) satisfies A0, A1,
and A3.
(1) (Janson and Peetre) If A(!, ’) satisfies A4, then the boundedness
of the paracommutator (4.1) on L2(Rn)_L2(Rn) implies
&b&BC &Tb(A)&(L2( Rn), L2(Rn));
(2) (Peng) If A satisfies A412 , then the compactness of the paracom-
mutator (4.1) on L2(Rn)_L2(Rn) implies b # b .
The inverse results of Theorems 1 and 2 are consequences of the following
theorem.
Theorem 5.1. Suppose b # L1 is harmonic, and A1(!, ’), A2(!, ’) and
A3(!, ’) are defined as (5.2), (5.3), and (5.4), respectively. Then for
1m3
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(1) sup(x, y) # Rn | y(by)(x, y)|< if the paracommutator Tb(Am) is
bounded ;
(2) limy  0+ &y(by)( } , y)&L(Rn)=0 if the paracommutator Tb(Am)
is compact.
Proof. Pick a real valued function . # C 0 (0, ), such that
0.(t)1, .(t)#1, \t # [15, 5],
and
supp[.]=[17, 7].
Assume Tb(Am) is bounded on L2(Rn)_L2(Rn). By Lemma B, we know
that paracommutator Tb with the kernel .( |’||!| ) Am(!, ’) is bounded.
Therefore Tb with kernel
A m(!, ’)=(1&.( |’||!| )) Am(!, ’), 1m3
is also bounded on L2(Rn)_L2(Rn).
To prove the first part of the theorem, by Theorem C, (1) and
Lemma 3.6, (1) we only need to check that the kernels A m(!, ’), m=1, 2, 3,
satisfy A0, A1, A3 and A4. It is easy to see that these kernels satisfy A0 and
A4. To see they satisfy A3, we note that if $= 12 then for all !, ’ # B=
Ball(!0 , r) with 0<r< 12 |!0 |, we have
max \ |!||’| ,
|’|
|!|+
|!0 |+r
|!0 |&r
<
1+$
1&$
=3.
This implies .( |’||!| )#1 for !, ’ # B, and hence &A m&M(B_B)=0.
Similarly, we have also .( |’||!| )#1 for (!, ’) # 2j_2k with | j&k|1,
and therefore &A m&M(2j_2k)=0 if | j&k|1. Thus it remains to show that
the kernels A m(!, ’), m=1, 2, 3 satisfy A1 for | j&k|2. By the properties
of Schur multipliers, we have
&A m&M(2j_2k)&1&.( |’||!| )&M(Rn_Rn) &Am&M(2j_2k) .
Therefore by the homogeneity we only need to show that
Am(!, ’), m=1, 2, 3
are in both
M(2l_20)
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and
M(20_2l) \l&2.
For A1(!, ’), by Lemma A, we only need to prove
sup
|:|+|;|n+1
[ sup
(!, ’) # (2l_20) _ (20_2l)
|!| |:| |’| |;| |D:!D
;
’ A1(!, ’)|]<, \l&2.
This is obvious.
For A2(!, ’), we note that 1&! } ’( |!| |’| )=1&nj=1 (!j |!| ) (’j|’| ) .
Therefore
" 1& ! } ’|!| |’| "M(Rn_Rn)1+ :
n
j=1 "
!j
|!| "L(Rn) "
’j
|’| "L(Rn)1+n.
Thus it remains to show the function ( |!| 12 |’| 12)( |!|+|’|+|!&’| ) is in
both M(2l_20) and (M(20_2l) with l&2. This is again a consequence
of Lemma A.
Similar to above argument, we can show that 1&(! } ’( |!| |’| ))2=
(1&! } ’( |!| |’| ))(1+(! } ’( |!| } |’| )) is in M(Rn_Rn). We conclude there-
fore A3(!, ’) is in both M(2l_20) and M(20_2l), if l&2.
To prove the second part of the theorem, by Theorem C, (2) and
Lemma 3.6, (2), we only need to check that the kernels A m , m=1, 2, 3,
satisfy A412 .
For !0 # Rn "[0], consider ’0 # Rn with
|’0 |2=(212+1)&1 |!0 | 2
and
’0 } !0=&(212+1)&1 |!0 | 2.
Let ‘0=!0+’0 and $=2&10n&1. Let B0=Ball(‘0 , $ |!0 | ) and
D0=Ball(’0 , $ |!0 | ). We need to show
1
A m(!, ’)
# M(B0_D0), m=1, 2, 3.
It is clear that |‘0 |=64 |’0 | and ‘0 } ’0=0. Without loss of generality,
assume ’0 # 2j , then ‘0 # 2j+6. We have therefore
B0/2 j+6
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and
D0/2 j .
Note that if ! # B0 and ’ # D0 then .( |’||!| )=0, because |’||!|
2 j+22 j+5=18.
Thus for (!, ’) # B0_D0 , we have
1
A 1(!, ’)
=&
(|!|+|’|+|!&’| )k+1 ( |’|&|!|&|!&’| )k
2k |!|k+12 |’|k+12
1
(1&! } ’( |!| |’| ))k
;
1
A 2(!, ’)
=
|!|+|’|+|!&’|
|!| 12 |’| 12
1
1&! } ’( |!| |’| )
;
1
A 3(!, ’)
=
|!|+|’|+|!&’|
|!| 12 |’| 12
1
1&(! } ’( |!| |’| ))2
.
By the properties of Schur multipliers, we only need to show
(|!|+|’|+|!&’| )k+1 ( |’|& |!|&|!&’| )k
2k |!|k+12 |’|k+12
and
|!|+|’|+|!&’|
|!| 12 |’| 12
are in M(2 j+4_2 j), and
1
1&! } ’( |!| |’| )
and
1
1&(! } ’( |!| |’| ))2
are in M(B0_D0).
The first part of above can be easily proved by using the homogeneity
of the functions and Lemma A on 2 4_2 0 . For the second part, write (note
that ‘0 } ’0=0!)
! } ’
|!| |’|
=
! } (’&’0)
|!| |’|
+
(!&‘0) } ’0
|!| |’|
.
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Therefore, if ! # B0 and ’ # D0 , then
} ! } ’|!| |’| }
$ |!0 |
|’0 |&$ |!0 |
+
$ |!0 | |’0 |
( |‘0 |&$ |!0 | )( |’0 |&$ |!0 | )

1
2
,
and by the properties of Schur multipliers
" ! } ’|!| |’| "M(B0_D0)n
$ |!0 |
|’0 |&$ |!0 |
+n
$ |!0 | |’0 |
( |‘0 |&$ |!0 | )( |’0 |&$ |!0 | )

1
2
.
Therefore
" 11&! } ’( |!| |’| ) "M(B0_D0) :

j=0 "
! } ’
|!| |’| "
j
M(B0_D0)
2;
" 11&(! } ’( |!| |’| ))2 "M(B0_D0) :

j=0 "
! } ’
|!| |’| "
2j
M(B0_D0)
3.
This ends the proof. K
Finally we prove Theorem 3 by using Theorems 1 and 2.
Proof of Theorem 3. The ‘‘if ’ parts are trivial. We prove the ‘‘only if ’’
parts. Assume first that the bilinear form Bb is bounded on H_H. Let
f, g # H and fj=Pj ( f ), gj=Pj ( g), j=1, 2, ..., n. Then the bilinear form
B b( f, g)= fg& :
n
j=1
fj gj , b=Bb( f, g)& :
n
j=1
Bb( fj , gj)
is also bounded on H_H. Thus by Theorem 1, b satisfies
sup(x, y) # Rn | y(by)(x, y)|<. Because of the decomposition
Mb=(I&P) Mb+PMb ,
we conclude that Mb is bounded from H to L2, i.e.,
|
R+
n+1
|b(x, y) f (x, y)| 2 dx dyC & f &22 , \f # H.
For z(x, y) and w=(‘, t) in Rn+1+ , let K(z, w) be the reproducing kernel
of H. The following explicit formula can be found in [ABR]:
Kw(z)=K(z, w)=Cn
n( y+t)2&|x&‘| 2
( |x&‘| 2+( y+t)2)(n+3)2
.
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It is clear that Kw # H and
&Kw&22=Kw(w)=Cn
n
(2t)n+1
.
One can check easily that for z # B(w, 12 t)=Ball(w,
1
2t) (where
w=(‘, t) # Rn+1+ )
Kw(z)
C
tn+1
and
|B(w, 12 t)|  tn+1.
Therefore by mean-value property of harmonic function, we have
|b(w)| 2= } 1|B(w, 12t)| |B(w, 12t) b(z) dz }
2

1
|B(w, 12t)| |B(w, 12t) |b(z)|
2 dz
C |B(w, 12t)| |
R+
n+1
|b(z) Kw(z)| 2 dz
C &Mb &.
This implies b # L.
Similarly, if Bb is compact then Mb is compact from H to L2. This is
equivalent to Mb( fm)  0 in L2 as m   for any sequence [ fm]1 /H
with & fm&22=1 and fm  0 weakly in H as m  . Clearly K(‘, t) &K(‘, t)&2
converges weakly to zero in H as t  0+. Therefore by the estimate
|b(‘, t)|2C |B((‘, t), 12t)| |
R+
n+1
|b(z) K(‘, t)(z)|2 dzC &Mb(K(‘, t) &K(‘, t)&2)&,
we have
b(‘, t)  0 as t  0+.
By Lemma 3.5, (2) (with k=|:|=0), together with the maximum principle
for harmonic functions, we conclude that b#0. K
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